Sampling feature points for contour tracking with graphics hardware
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Abstract
We present in this paper a GPU-accelerated algorithm for sampling contour points and normals from a generic CAD model of a 3D object, in order to aid contour-based real-time tracking algorithms. The procedure achieves fast computation rates for generic meshes consisting of polyhedral, non-convex as well as smooth surfaces. This method is part of a general purpose, multi-camera and multi-target framework, supporting rigid and articulated objects, in order to achieve a high degree of generality for different tracking scenarios.

1 Introduction
Contour-based tracking is a class of methodologies that make use of contour models from an object in order to estimate its position and orientation in space. This information is obtained by projecting the wireframe model at a given pose hypothesis onto the current image, and identifying the visible feature edges [12] suitable for tracking: these can be defined as a subset of the visible object contours at a given viewpoint, that can be reliably identified because located on a significant color or shading discontinuity; for example, silhouette and flat surface boundaries, sharp internal edges of polyhedra, and texture edges.

From the visible feature edges at a given viewpoint, a set of sample points and screen normals is usually selected and matched with the image data, by means of a likelihood function that can be defined in several possible ways [6, 10, 9].

All of these algorithms require real-time processing capabilities in order to achieve robustness against object motion, for complex models consisting of possibly thousands of polygons, as well as multi-target scenarios. Moreover, especially for non-convex models, they usually must be formulated in a multi-camera setting [4], which can solve the inherent localization ambiguities arising from a single view of the object’s silhouette.

However, visibility computation and edge sampling can result in a very expensive procedure, if performed on the CPU with standard computational geometry tools [11, 16], whereas on modern graphics cards this procedure may be tremendously accelerated, thanks to the hardware-accelerated polygon rendering and depth testing capabilities.

Several requirements can be identified concerning the algorithm for sampling visible edges in an object tracking context.

First of all, the method should be able to handle generic CAD wireframe data for non-convex models, preferably without requiring wireframe preprocessing or simplification, in order to keep precision of pose estimation.

For real-time applications, the overall computational time should also be fast (within 5ms) and model-independent.

The algorithm should further be able to distinguish between edge types, which may require a different handling related to the tracking method or imaging properties: most notably boundary, contour, crease, marked and silhouette edges [12].

Concerning pose estimation, it is also important to get a uniform sampling of contour points in image space. This allows a better conditioning of the optimization algorithm, and exploits in the best way the information obtained from image-detected edges.

Moreover, in order to keep uniform computational requirements, as well as a uniform estimation precision across different object postures, the method should support a dynamic sampling interval in order to achieve a more or less constant number of sample points, independent on the projected object size.

For many purposes, image sample points should
also keep the information about the original points in model space, from which they are projected.

Concerning overlapping, parallel edges that belong to the surface horizon (i.e., with normal vector almost orthogonal to the viewing ray) or parallel edges which are very close in image space with respect to the pixel resolution, the method should be able to suppress them automatically.

A crucial requirement for multi-target scenarios, within a unified framework like the one described in [13], is the ability to detect and handle mutual occlusions, eventually varying the sampling density on a per-target base, up to the sensor’s physical resolution limit for occluded or clipped objects.

Finally, a very important requirement for tracking articulated structures [3, 5] is the support of differentiated contour point sampling from different object parts.

In the computer graphics literature, there are several works [8] dealing with the problem of efficiently identifying and rendering feature edges, in order to obtain non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) for cartoons and artistic drawings.

Following the ideas proposed by the above mentioned works, we developed a GPU-accelerated algorithm that copes with the above mentioned requirements, while achieving the required speed for real-time tracking tasks.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the general multi-camera setting and matrix notation; Section 3 gives an overview of the algorithm, and Sections 4 and 5 describe more in detail the off-line and on-line programming steps for both vertex and fragment shaders; experimental results and computational times are given in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes the paper and proposes future developments.

2 Camera views and pose parameters

Our target scenario consists of multiple, calibrated cameras for tracking the pose of an object in 3D space, with respect to a world reference frame (Fig. 1).

In a general setting, the current \( (4 \times 4) \) transformation matrix \( W^T \) between world and object is obtained by a prediction step from the previous frame estimate, and is updated by the tracking algorithm according to the measurement likelihood.
3 Overview of the sampling algorithm

The main target of our work consists in sampling good features for tracking from the object model, under a given pose and camera view.

Figure 2: Sampling visible feature points and normals from a wireframe CAD model.

Starting from a polygonal mesh model (Fig. 2), we first identify the visible feature edges at pose $W^O_T$:

- **crease**: sharp edges between front-facing polygons of very different orientation
- **boundary**: boundary edges of flat surfaces
- **silhouette**: boundary lines, located on the surface horizon

Afterwards, feature points $h_i$ are uniformly sampled (right side of Fig. 2) in image space, also providing screen normals $n_i$, as well as Jacobians $\frac{\partial h_i}{\partial p}$.

For this purpose, we developed a GPU-based procedure inspired by [12], that efficiently makes use of vertex and fragment shaders in order both to compute visible edges, and to subsample them uniformly in image space, also providing their location in 3D object space (which is required for computing Jacobians).

The algorithm is implemented platform independently with OpenGL 2.1.2, and makes use of the OpenGL shading language GLSL 1.20 (http://www.opengl.org/documentation/gls1/) for implementing vertex and fragment shader programs. Furthermore, it requires that the graphics adapter driver supports the vendor-independent OpenGL extensions GL.EXT.texture_integer [1] and GL.ARB.occlusion_query [2].

4 Offline processing steps

The overall procedure can be split into offline and online computational steps (Fig. 4). Offline procedures are executed only once, before the tracking sequence starts, and are independent on the object pose parameters.

The first offline step builds a list of unique edges for each object (an articulated object can consist of multiple parts) from the CAD wireframe model, which is stored in an XML COLLADA (http://www.collada.org) file format. This list contains the geometry data of the two vertices $v_0$ and $v_1$ in object space, along with the edge tangent vector from $v_0$ to $v_1$, and a reference to all polygons which share the edge; additionally, the face normals of the referring polygons are also stored.

Henceforth we will refer to the object-specific list index as shape ID, and to the edge position within the list as unique edge index. Furthermore, the unique edge count per object is stored (or, in case of an articulated object, the sum over all body parts).

In a second step, we encode the above mentioned data into an edge mesh, similar to the one described in [12]. This is obtained by iterating over all unique edges of each object, and storing the respective adjacency information as per-vertex attributes (Fig. 3): object space coordinates of $v_0$, $v_1$, $v_2$ and $v_3$; normals of adjacent polygons A and B (or just A for a boundary edge) $n_A$, $n_B$; the unique edge index; per-edge vertex array indices (0 for $v_0$ and 1 for $v_1$).

The latter information is important (see Sec. 5.2), since in the edge mesh each line is actually encoded with identical vertex attributes, apart from the vertex array index, so that it must be called twice (first with index 0, then 1), in order to obtain a real line primitive for OpenGL. The edge mesh of each object is then compiled into a line primitive display list.

A third step consists in creating and compiling the standard polygon display list for each object.
(and their respective parts). The two list types are assigned to the respective objects by using the shape ID.

Finally, for the last offline step, the OpenGL framebuffer and shader programs are prepared as required for the subsequent online operations of the rendering pipeline.

In order to perform the off-screen texture rendering, a framebuffer object is instantiated, with three integer-valued textures and a depth buffer texture. All textures have the same size as the output image, for which we do in a later step the visible feature matching.

5 Online processing steps

Five runs of the OpenGL rendering pipeline are required by our algorithm, each one with different vertex and fragment shaders, as described hereinafter. In the following, we will denote a specific instance of an object to be tracked as a target, consisting of a single or multiple parts, the latter in case of an articulated object.

Online processing starts from the world pose parameters for all targets, by setting a projection matrix for each camera, all target-specific model-view matrices, and clearing all color textures and the depth buffer.

5.1 First shader run

Object meshes are drawn as filled polygons into the depth and color buffer (Fig. 5a), with depth test enabled, where the fill colors encode the respective target ID; polygonal faces also receive a small depth offset during rendering, in order to ensure that all visible edges of the next rendering step pass the depth test (avoiding the stitching phenomenon).

In order to get the highest depth buffer resolution, far and near clipping planes are set as the distance of the farthest and nearest target in camera space respectively, by taking into account the respective bounding sphere radii. For articulated models, the overall radius must be re-computed at every pose update.

Off-line
1. Generate a list of unique edges per object from the CAD wireframe model, with adjacency data
2. Build edge meshes from the unique edge lists and compile it as OpenGL display lists
3. Generate and compile an OpenGL polygon display list for each object (and object part)
4. Compute the minimum bounding sphere for all object meshes
5. Initialize the OpenGL framebuffer contexts

On-line Update projection and model view matrices for all targets and cameras, and execute the following shader runs:
1. First run: draw all targets as filled polygons
2. Second run: select feature edges for tracking; use the edge mesh list in order to draw selected edges onto the texture produced by the first run, with depth test enabled; count the number of visible edge pixels per target
3. Third run: compute the potential number of visible sample points per unique edge (optionally: filter non-silhouette edges)
4. Fourth run: sum up the sample point numbers for multiple unique edges of the previous run
5. Fifth run: for each target, adjust the sampling density per edge, in order to reach the desired number of sample points per target; create for each visible sample point a fragment in the output texture vector (optionally: suppress visible sample points from nearby edges with similar orientation)
6. Copy visible sample point data back to the CPU
7. On the CPU: recover sample point locations in object space, by using the interpolation coefficient, and optionally compute screen Jacobians

5.2 Second shader run

In the second shader run, the edge mesh display list (from off-line step 2) is called, and the output is stored as an integer texture (Fig. 5b). In particular, each edge is drawn with a thickness value larger than one pixel, in order to be able to successfully subsample it during the next run.

Depth testing is also enabled, using the depth buffer data created during the first run. Most computations here are done inside the vertex shader.

First, a test is performed in order to select feature edges, satisfying at least one of the following properties. When the silhouette is required, only boundary and contour edges are considered as fea-
ture edges.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Contour} & \quad [n_A \cdot \text{view} < 0] \; \text{XOR} \; [n_B \cdot \text{view} < 0] \\
\text{Ridge} & \quad [n_A \cdot n_B < - \cos \theta_R] \; \text{AND} \; [(v_3 - v_2) \cdot n_A \leq 0] \\
\text{Valley} & \quad [n_A \cdot n_B < - \cos \theta_V] \; \text{AND} \; [(v_3 - v_2) \cdot n_A > 0] \\
\text{Boundary} & \quad v_3 = v_0
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

In this equation, \( n_A \) and \( n_B \) are the unit polygon normals, \( \text{view} \) is the camera-to-object ray, \( \theta_R \) and \( \theta_V \) are the ridge and valley angle thresholds (Fig. 3).

Only feature edges are furtherly processed by the vertex and fragment shader, while the others are discarded, by putting the respective vertices onto a clipping plane.

Afterwards, the two vertices (\( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \)) are projected onto the screen, by using the model view and projection matrices.

The most front-facing of the two adjacent polygons that share the edge is selected, according to the scalar product between normal and view vector. Then, the edge screen normal related to this polygon is computed, and its direction angle, with respect to the horizontal axis, is stored as a single integer value.

The choice of the normal direction is done in order to get uniformly (inward or outward) pointing normals, an approach which is advantageous for region-based matching algorithms using the silhouette contour (e.g. the CCD method [14]).

During the subsequent rasterization process of the OpenGL rendering pipeline, the distance of the current edge pixel in image space from the edge vertex \( v_0 \), is interpolated and encoded inside fragments, where the interpolation coefficient is quantized, according to the bit size of the output color channel.

Subsequently, the fragment shader accesses the above interpolated value, and writes the following output per fragment:
- normalized distance of projected edge pixel from \( v_0 \)
- target ID
- unique edge index
- edge screen normal direction

Finally, each fragment undergoes the depth buffer testing of the last pipeline stage, so that mutual- and self-occlusions between objects are handled.

The number of visible edge fragments per target which pass the depth test is computed, by using the OpenGL extension GL_ARB_occlusion_query. The resulting values are returned to the CPU, and used as input for shader run three and five. Since our algorithm should support multiple instances of the same shape, we also pass a dynamically generated target ID as an additional vertex attribute, besides the pre-compiled edge mesh list.

5.3 Third shader run

At this level, we compute the number of potentially visible sample points per edge, for each target. Also in this run, most of the processing is performed by the vertex shader, which again uses the edge mesh.

Each unique edge of this mesh is mapped to a fragment in the output texture, so that the overall number of unique edges is only limited by the texture resolution. The resulting fragment data for multiple targets are organized as one long vector, wrapped into multiple lines of the output texture (Fig. 5d).

The one-to-one fragment to pixel mapping is achieved in a standard way, by using an orthogonal projection model in place of the real perspective. In this run, only feature edges selected by (5) are furtherly processed, while the others receive a zero counter.

Subsequently, we check whether the edge lies completely or partially outside the viewing frustum, by projecting \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \) onto the image and comparing their coordinates with the clipping planes: if both vertices were clipped, we set the value to zero. For partially clipped edges, their clipped length is also computed.

The output fragment position is obtained by adding a target-related offset to the unique edge index.

Individual edge points are here subsampled from the large amount obtained in the previous run (Fig. 5c); the resulting number of points will be encoded in the output fragment color (Fig. 5d).

In order to obtain a point count close to the desired number per target, we compute a target-specific uniform sampling distance, in image space.

This requires a careful computation, since the distance depends on several factors: the desired number of points per target, the visible edge fragments per target (from the previous run), the horizontal and vertical resolution of the texture, the ren-
dered line thickness, the unclipped length, and its orientation (since the pixel discretization of a segment is also orientation-dependent).

The sampling distance provides finally the number of potentially visible points per edge, which are looked-up in the input texture, and added if the corresponding pixel is found.

Feature edges longer than one pixel, but shorter than the sampling distance, will receive at least one sample point. As a consequence, the desired number of points per target must always be higher than the amount of visible edges, at any given pose.

5.4 Fourth shader run

In the fourth run, the sample point data of the previous run are compressed, by summing up the counters for multiple edges (Fig. 5e). This is done in order to minimize expensive texture accesses, during the subsequent run.

The compressed output is designed in order to occupy a single row in the output texture. This is obtained by adjusting the sum interval, according to the overall number of unique edges and the texture width.

The next run will use these data in order to compute the drawing offset for each edge, as well as the overall number of estimated points per target.

The main challenge in the fourth run lies in the fact that we cannot simply iterate over all edges of the previous texture, but we also have to take care of the target boundaries. Moreover, an accumulation over the edges of a target cannot be parallelized in a single shader run, and represents therefore a bottleneck for GPU computations that should be avoided.

5.5 Fifth shader run

The goal of the fifth run is to create a tightly packed vector of sample point data to be returned to the CPU (Fig. 5f,g), since large data transfers from the GPU have a severe performance impact.

The number of sample points per target should be as close as possible to the desired sample point value, yet never exceed this limit, independently of the projected area of the targets.

As optional user requirement, sample points of edges with similar orientation in a close neighborhood should be suppressed.

Figure 5: Shader textures: a) 1st run; b) 2nd run; c) 3rd run edge sampling; d) 3rd run output; e) 4th run output; f) 5th run adjusted sampling; g) 5th run result; $e_{t,j}$ = potential edge sample points; $t$ = target ID; $j$ = unique edge index; $k$ = edge accumulation interval ($k = 5$; $k \neq t \neq n$); $m$ = edge-specific visible point counter; $n$ = unique edge count per target; $o$ = visible feature edge count; $p_{t,o,m}$ = sample point data for the respective position.

5.5.1 Vertex shader

This shader uses data generated by runs two, three and four. The first steps, in particular, are identical
to the ones of the previous run.

Afterwards, the potentially visible point number per edge is obtained from the corresponding texture pixel of run three (Fig. 5d). Processing is continued only for edges with at least one sample point.

We compute the horizontal offset of the first point, by accumulating the visible points for all edges belonging to this target with an increasing index. Subsequently, the overall sample points for this target are updated, by summing up the edge counters.

An initial sampling distance per target is computed as in shader run three; the overall samples are then compared with the desired value, and the distance adjusted on basis of the resulting ratio (plus a safety factor), as well as the corresponding horizontal offset in the output texture.

As in run three, we sample along the current edge in the texture generated of the second run, according to the above adjusted sampling distance (Fig. 5f), and count the successful hits. At the same time, we encode the hits profile into a bit array, with a bit set to 1 for successful samplings. This information is passed on to the fragment shader, in order to avoid expensive texture lookups.

The number of hits is also used for repositioning the edge mesh vertices \( v_0 \) and \( v_1 \), in order to form a horizontal line (vector) in the output texture, which consists of exactly as many fragments as successful samples. This counter is also used as the upper limit for a \textit{varying} variable, whose interpolated value (after rasterization) is used by the fragment shader, in order to identify the bit array value to work on.

The horizontal offset of the left line vertex \( v_0 \) is given by the previously computed horizontal offset, while its vertical offset is instead defined by the target ID number.

### 5.5.2 Fragment shader

The offset of the current fragment within the horizontal line is defined by the rasterization process. For each fragment, the following sample point data are encoded into the color channels:

- normalized distance of successful sample point from \( v_0 \) (in image space)
- unique edge index
- direction of the screen normal

By using the corresponding sample point offset, we can retrieve the edge data from the texture of run two. This offset is computed by the respective bit array index value, and the sampling distance calculated in the vertex shader.

An additional user option allows to suppress sample points which are close to other edges of the same target with similar orientation, but closer to the camera.

If this option is disabled, the fragment shader performs only a single task, which consists of returning the data of the specific sample point of the current edge. Otherwise, the following steps are additionally executed before writing the output data.

Starting from the image coordinates of the current sample point, we search along both sides of the edge normal, up to a user defined distance, for other edges belonging to the same target, with similar orientation but a smaller depth value.

If a point which meets the above conditions is found, we suppress the current fragment output. This depth comparison requires also the depth buffer, which has been generated in the first run.

### 5.6 Data transfer and CPU-related computations

At this level, we copy the output of the last shader run back to the CPU, and store the sample point data into a hierarchical storage structure, ordered both by target and unique edge indices. The edge-wise organization of sample points is beneficial, for example in case of edge-based outlier removal methods like RANSAC [7].

Based on the vertical offset of the output data, we identify the target ID related to each sample point, and consequently the corresponding target mesh data.

From these data, we compute the object space coordinates of the point, by using the unique edge index, the edge tangent vector and the normalized distance of the sample point from \( v_0 \).

Finally, we can apply the warp function (2) to project it again on image space (which actually is a redundant step), as well as to get the Jacobians \( \frac{\partial h_i}{\partial p} \). If required, the image space normal is also decoded and stored.

### 6 Experimental results

This Section presents experimental results, showing the algorithm’s flexibility and performance, as
well as its behavior under special conditions like mutual object occlusions. The following tests were executed both under Windows XP and Linux OS, although in the following we present the results for Linux OS only.

Our test machine has been equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, running at 2.13 GHz, with 2 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA 8600GT graphics adapter with 512 MB RAM. A Linux OS has been installed, together with the NVIDIA graphics driver version 169.12, supporting OpenGL version 2.1.2.

The timing results presented in the following, reflect the average time in milliseconds required by the algorithm to execute all of the online processing steps (see, Fig. 4). All test runs include computation of Jacobians for a 6-dof rigid body pose representation.

The optional suppression of nearby edges is disabled. All measurements, besides the ones shown in Table 2 were executed with a mech-part CAD model (http://www-c.inria.fr/gamma/download/download.php) (see Fig. 2) converted to the COLLADA format, with 358 triangles and 537 unique edges.

Table 1 shows performance results for different number of sample points per target, at an image resolution of 1024x768 pixel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample point count</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. time [ms]</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample point count comparison

Table 2 presents results for different object model sizes. The first column shows the timing for a simple cubic object, while the remaining ones use the mech-part object model, or subdivided versions of it. Image space resolution was set to 640x480 and the sample point threshold was set to 400. The current algorithm implementation is not optimized for meshes with less than 100 unique edges and a single target only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triangle count</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>358</th>
<th>1432</th>
<th>5728</th>
<th>22912</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique edge count</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>2148</td>
<td>8592</td>
<td>34368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. time [ms]</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>15.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for different model sizes

Table 3 presents results for an increasing number of simultaneous targets within the same scene. To simplify testing, we used the same object model for all targets, although our algorithm is not limited to this case. Tests were executed with an image resolution of 1024x768, and a desired sample point number of 200 points per target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target count</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. time [ms]</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>27.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results for multiple targets

In Table 4, results are shown for different resolutions, again with a single target and 200 sample points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image size-x</th>
<th>320</th>
<th>640</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>1280</th>
<th>1600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image size-y</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. time [ms]</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results for different image sizes

Table 5 shows furthermore the behavior of the algorithm in a multi-camera setup using a single GPU. Tests were executed under the same conditions as before.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera count</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. time [ms]</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Multiple cameras comparison

Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b show the object pose, with occlusion-dependent dynamic sampling, that tries to keep the number of points per target as close as possible to the desired value, by adjusting dynamically the sampling distance. Fig. 7c shows the same scene as Fig. 7a, with only silhouette edges.

Additionally, Fig. 7d shows an example of active suppression of nearby edges with similar orientation.

Finally, Fig. 9 and Fig. 8 show edge sampling results for articulated 2D and 3D models.
Results of the algorithm’s application to real-time 3D tracking tasks, involving different contour-based likelihood functions, can be found in [15].

7 Conclusions

We developed a novel GPU-accelerated visibility computing and feature edge sampling algorithm, which is capable to support real-time tracking applications of multiple, rigid or articulated 3D objects from generic CAD data. Future developments include the computation of image Jacobians directly on the GPU, and the integration of this algorithm with feature matching and likelihood computation directly on the graphics card.
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